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irtgen Group’s transfor-
mation into the global

technological leader for
road construction equipment is
paying big dividends for its North
American customers.

By every measure — thanks to
you, our customer — Wirtgen

Group is on a roll. During the first five
months of 2006, total orders for Wirtgen
Group’s “Three Amigo” brands of Wirtgen
cold milling, base stabilization and recy-
cling, and surface mining machines,
Vögele asphalt pavers, and Hamm asphalt
and soil compactors were up 37 percent
over the same period in 2005.

That year we broke the “billion-dollar”
barrier in sales revenue, and I anticipate
our worldwide sales levels in 2006 will be
on the order of US$1.2 billion. Wirtgen
Group now employs 4,000 persons world-
wide. The rise in orders is coming from all
around the world, not just from a booming
North American market place.

Accelerating Wirtgen Production
For example, for Wirtgen products, the

demand has grown from an 800-unit-year
in 2004, to 1,500 units this year. This
demand is being met by Wirtgen Group
with unprecedented manufacturing out-
put. Our newly expanded Wirtgen factory
in Windhagen, Vögele factory in
Mannheim, and Hamm factory in
Tirschenreuth all are running at full capac-
ity, with employees working overtime, in
multiple shifts and even over weekends.

At Windhagen, where our Wirtgen line
of machines are manufactured, a new $60
million final assembly plant expansion
was completed in January and is in opera-
tion, including a modern powder spray
coating facility and a new office building.
It hopefully will carry the demand for our
Wirtgen products through 2010.

In Mannheim, Vögele is building a $5
million modern assembly building expan-
sion, and manufacturing asphalt pavers
around the clock. Paver shipments from
Mannheim have risen from 700 units in
2003 to 1,200 units in 2006, making
Vögele by far the largest asphalt paver
manufacturer in the world.

In Tirschenreuth, Hamm just com-
pleted a manufacturing expansion in
which three new HD series production
lines covering 21,500 sq. ft. were installed
and put in operation in January 2006,
bringing Hamm up to seven production
lines. The plant is being further expanded

Stu Murray
President
Wirtgen America Inc.

W with a high-performance, 17,222 sq. ft.  product logistics and
shipping center. Begun in May, the new structure is designed
for the shipment of up to 7,000 machines per year. We are very
close to becoming the No. 3 supplier of asphalt and soil com-
pactors in the world.

In North America, work will commence in early spring on
a 30,000-sq.-ft. expansion of the Vögele America Inc. plant in
Chambersburg, Pa., resulting in an ultramodern, regional dis-
tribution facility for all “Three Amigo” product lines and parts.

Lastly, to broaden its horizontal position in international
road construction markets, this fall Wirtgen Group acquired
an 80 percent interest in Kleemann GmbH, a leading interna-
tional manufacturer of portable and stationary aggregate pro-
cessing equipment, primarily specializing in the handling of
asphalt and concrete reclaimed construction materials for
crushing and screening into reusable aggregate products for
our cold recycling machinery in the growing cold mixed
asphalt markets. 

Technology Live On Display
A worldwide focus on Wirtgen’s technological leadership,

advanced manufacture, and positioning for the future was pro-
vided in September, as Wirtgen Group hosted Technology Days
2006. New machines and technology were introduced, high-
tech applications were demonstrated, and technological lec-
tures from around the world were presented. Some 2,500 visi-
tors from 50 countries — including North American contrac-
tors — were in attendance. I hope you’ll take a look at this
issue’s special report on Technology Days, including presenta-
tions by Wirtgen America staff and our highly successful cus-
tomers.

In North America, even as Wirtgen Group shipments have
boomed, the competition is growing. For example, there’s
been a tremendous growth in the manufacturers of cold
milling machines, from three significant players in 2003 —
one of whom was Wirtgen — to seven next year. Nonetheless,
all of our “Three Amigos” product lines have grown in market
share over the last three years, during which time, Wirtgen
America’s revenue stream from milling machines and soil sta-
bilizers has increased 60 percent, and Hamm rollers 40 per-
cent. Among the reasons for this growth is that we provide
world-class parts and after-sales service, as well as world-class
customer training facilities.

Frankly, the competitive situation for cold milling
machines has heated up considerably, but we look on it as an
invigoration and affirmation of the market. 

We know our technological prowess will boost our market
share and protect our customers’ investments in our products.
You can count on Wirtgen Group to continually reinvent itself
and deliver new technologies to make highway milling,
paving and compaction faster, smoother and with a higher
level of quality, at the lowest possible operating cost, backed
by our world class parts and field service operations, all to
benefit you, the customer.

Wirtgen’s Worldwide Growth Pays
Dividends For Our Customers
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One of the major
issues contractors
used to have was
quality control in
terms of amounts of
additive blended with
the material.
The WR 2500 S and
its companion
machines, the WR
2000 and the new
WR 2400 solve that
problem.

associated with the new Illinois Center
for Transportation (ICT), founded in
2005. In July, he and Prof. Sam
Carpenter began researching Cold In-
Place Recycling with Asphalt Products at
ITC.  Their project is scheduled to con-
clude by June 30, 2008. His visit to Hwy.
1 was part of that research.

“We’re studying cold in-place recy-
cling with asphalt emulsions, and
foamed asphalt, and  Dunn Company
has extensive experience with both
processes,” Thompson said. “Our ulti-
mate goal is to develop local road and
street specifications that could be used
throughout the state, without the agency
having to go through a so-called experi-
mental project review. It would make
CIP a routine construction process,
rather than something exotic and new.”

This project used value-added
Fortress® proprietary asphalt emulsion
from SemMaterials LP, and manufac-
tured under license by Emulsicoat Inc.
of Urbana, Ill. The Fortress product has
an engineered design, adheres to a set of
performance-related specifications, and
is a new-chemistry emulsion formulated
specifically for the stabilization process,
according to SemMaterials.

Thompson has studied convention-
al asphalt emulsions, and identified
potential problems. “One of their limi-
tations is the curing time required for
the moisture to evaporate from the
mix,” Thompson said. “That’s caused
them to lose favor in some areas over

This fall, on a county road In south-
central Illinois, Wirtgen cold mills
played the role of a road widener by
taking millings from the center of a
thick hot mix asphalt (HMA) pavement
and placing them in a 10-in.-deep
widening trench on either side of the
existing pavement.

Then, twin WR 2500 S
reclaimer/stabilizers — operating in tan-
dem — pulverized and full-depth recy-
cled the road and new shoulders using a
proprietary asphalt emulsion, prior to its
resurfacing with hot mix asphalt.

The innovative operation drew gov-
ernment road agency observers from all
over central Illinois and gained kudos
for its contractor, Dunn Company of
Decatur, Ill.

The 2.5-mile stretch of Christian
County Highway 1 was in serious need
of reconstruction, and was completely
rebuilt near the end of the construction
season, about 10 miles south of
Taylorville, Ill., just north of the
Montgomery County line.

Studying CIP For Illinois Agencies
Among the visitors was the

esteemed Marshall Thompson, P.E.,
professor emeritus, civil engineering, of
the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, member of the Hot Mix
Hall of Fame of the National Asphalt
Pavement Association (NAPA), and now6
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Twin Reclaimers, Cold Mills
Widen And Rebuild
Christian County Road

Dunn uses HD O120V Oscillation compactor on Hwy 1



the last few years, because of the associated delays in the con-
struction process.  With engineered emulsion the break is now
chemically controlled and the process goes very quickly.
Crews are able to blade and compact immediately after adding
the emulsion. This is a very significant improvement.”

Also making this project possible is the Wirtgen WR 2500
S and its internal pump-meter systems. “The Wirtgen asphalt
additive system is totally integrated, with travel speed, pump
speed, amount of emulsion added, it’s all controlled,”
Thompson said. “One of the major issues we used to have was
quality control in terms of amounts of additive blended with
the material.”

The WR 2500 S and its companion machines, the WR
2000 and the new WR 2400 solve that problem.

The task force will also study foamed asphalt stabilization
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and recommend specifications for Illinois
local government agencies. “These same
machines can also produce foamed asphalt
which has been done at other locations in
Illinois,” Thompson said. “Both the foamed
asphalt and engineered emulsion stabiliza-
tion projects are part of our study.”

Tremendous savings can benefit local
governments if they can reliably use these
CIP recycling processes, Thompson said.
“They will be able to reclaim and reuse
their old asphalt pavements,” he said. “You
can use them as a road base with a 3-in. hot
mix asphalt surface, as here, or you can go
through an existing thin asphaltic concrete
surface and blend it with an aggregate base,
and the total blend of AC surface plus agg
base can be stabilized with either emulsion
or foam. It’s very cost-effective and allows
you to maximize your in-place recycling
potential. And while we’re not evaluating
them for our study, there are environmen-
tal problems that cold in-place recycling
can solve.”

Recycling Very Deep Lift
Dunn’s machines were recycling a very

deep layer of existing HMA pavement, anywhere from 10 to 14
in. thick, 22 ft. wide. Also, the road was being widened 3 ft. on
each side.

“Using a W 2000 and W 1900 we milled 2 in. of asphalt
off the existing pavement and placed it in a widening trench
that was cut with a Wirtgen W 1900 Combo cutter,” said Phil
Koeberlein, P.E., project manager, Cummins Engineering
Corp., Springfield, Ill. The widening trenches were 10 in. deep
and 3 ft. wide, each located 11 ft. off the centerline. Then, after
the millings were placed directly off the cold-mill conveyor,
the existing 11 ft lane and the new 3 ft. of millings were cold
in-place recycled as one in two passes.

“Use of the two Wirtgen machines are fundamental to
the process,” Koeberlein said. “Besides normal day to day
traffic, this road leads to a local limestone quarry which han-
dles 350-400 loaded trucks per day.  We had to keep this road
open to traffic, and needed to do one lane at a time, as quick-
ly as possible.  Having the two machines we were able to pul-
verize in one day and process the length of the job in one
day, 10 in. deep.”

Success on Hwy. 1 was assured by the recycling contrac-
tor, which orchestrated the flow of trucks, equipment and
materials. “The biggest challenge is getting the trucks lined
up, with good quality people who know what’s going on,”
said Tim Milhauser, senior construction manager, Soil
Modification & Stabilization, Dunn Co. “Compaction is key
to the success of a full-depth project like this, and everyone
must be in sync.” 

Twin Wirtgen mills widen shoulder prior to recycling

Two WR 2500 S recyclers stabilize base with asphalt emulsion



and to start demolition, the slabs were saw-cut, then lifted out
in large pieces by backhoes with grapples and placed in trucks
for removal. This saw cutting took place at night while the run-
way stayed open during the day.

“They would shut the runway down on a night closure
during the week and a contractor would cut a 25-ft. by 10-ft.
grid,” Gamble said. “Once the runway was closed beginning
Sept 8, at 11 p.m., the claws would grab the 16-in. slabs and
lay them in back of dump trucks for hauling off; each truck
would haul two slabs.”

Removal of the runway this way was much faster than
demolition with guillotine breakers or similar equipment. “The
tailgates of the dump trucks were removed and the grapples
would slide the slabs into the backs of the dumps,” Essex said.

And only 24 hours after slab removal commenced, Miller
moved in with its Wirtgens to remove the GAB under the slabs.
“We removed an average of 8 in. of GAB, above cement-treat-
ed base, or native soil,” Gamble said. “Some areas of subbase
below the GAB had to be milled to get to a proper grade. We
may have had to remove an inch here, or half-inch there, it var-
ied. Most of the runway was over GAB, but the taxiway was
over CTB.”

Instead of replacement with a fresh GAB, the subbase was
overlaid with a minimum 2 in. of 12.5 mm top size Superpave
hot mix asphalt (HMA). Above the Superpave a concrete slab
was placed. Due to the tight time frame, wherever Miller had
completed base removal, paving would start within hours.

Where the concrete runway would abut a concrete taxiway,
Miller cut what is called a “thickened edge”, usually an extra 6
in. of depth, some 25-50 ft. wide at varying lengths. “These
areas would receive a low-slump concrete mix, with asphalt
and concrete placed over all,” Gamble said.

This fall Wirtgen’s largest milling machines played a big role
in helping a prime contractor meet a strict runway project
completion deadline, and avoid $225,000 per day liquidated
damages for failure to finish on time.

At Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL)
— the world’s busiest in terms of passengers — twin W 2200s
and a W 1200 F/L kept base removal on time and within bud-
get as crews scrambled to completely remove and replace run-
way 8R/26L, a $91 million project scheduled for only 59 days.

The costly liquidated damages liability was based on the
fact that ATL needs every square inch of runway it can use.
Completion of ATL’s new $1.3 billion fifth runway in spring
2006 permitted the shutdown of 8R/26L, but with 8R/26L’s
closure Sept. 8, 10 percent of all flights in and out of Atlanta
were delayed, with half of those delays blamed on the run-
way’s closure. Taxiway E — a 75-ft. wide taxiway parallel to
8R/26L, between the terminal and the runway — also was
reconstructed.

The Wirtgen mills quickly and efficiently removed an aver-
age 8-in. of either granular aggregate base (GAB), or cement-
treated base (CTB), once the existing concrete runway slabs had
been removed. Whatever the base, the W 2200s with 7.7-ft.
(2350 mm) drums cut through like a hot knife through butter.

Cold Mills Speed Base Removal
“They were ‘walkin’ the dog’, to put it in simple terms,”

said Kevin Gamble, operations superintendent, The Miller
Group, Inc. “We were doing the full-width runway, moving 8
in. of granular material out, minimum 500 ft. per 12-hour
shift. They cut either base without a problem.”

“In the first six days on the job, with only two W 2200s
running, we pulled out some 30,000 cu. yd.,” said Ryan Essex,
P.Eng., vice president and general manager, U.S. operations,
Miller Group. The total amount removed was 58,000 cu. yd in
a total of 13 days’ Phase I main runway and taxiway work.

The existing concrete runway was 150 ft. wide by 10,000
ft. long. Concrete slabs 16 in. deep comprised the old runway,
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Big W 2200s Help Keep
ATL Runway Rebuild
On Time

Grapples on backhoes lift sawn runway slabs prior to base removal



About The Wirtgen W 2200
The W 2200 is designed for big, continuous
cold milling projects in which a pavement must
be removed mile after mile. The high-horse-
power, deep-cutting, high-production W 2200
lets users mill large projects in surprisingly
short periods of time. The W 2200 has a stan-
dard cutting width of 87 in., four large D-6
crawler tracks, a milling drum with a high-effi-
ciency mechanical belt drive, and a highly effi-
cient front-loading system.

The W 2200 has a mechanically driven
milling drum and two-part slewing front-end
discharge conveyor of variable height. The
machine travels on crawler tracks. The machine
has robust welded construction, with mounts
for the individual function modules and super-
structures. The tanks for diesel fuel and water
are integrated into the chassis. The hydraulic
fluid tank forms a separate unit.

Its maximum cutting depth is 14 inches
and with the optional Flexible Cutter System,
can cut up to 14 feet, 1 inch wide. The W 2200
has an operating weight of 96,342 lbs. with a
900 hp power plant.

The walk-through operator’s platform with
access ladder on each side is located in the
middle part of the machine. It is equipped
with two identical control consoles which can
be pivoted and vertically adjusted. Both con-
trol consoles and the right-hand driver’s seat
can be displaced outwards beyond the edge of
the machine. The steering and feed control
operate with electrical proportional action and
are controlled via joysticks.

The Wirtgen information and diagnosis sys-
tem — called the WIDIS 32 — provides the dri-
ver with comprehensive up-to-the-minute
information on the current status of the engine
and hydraulic system and generates visual and
acoustic alarms when necessary.

The crawler tracks are suspended from the
chassis via round cylinders, the height of
which can be adjusted hydraulically. The
height of each crawler track can be adjust-
ed individually. The height required for the
milling depth is adjusted via the two cylin-
ders at the front, while the rear crawler
tracks form a full floating axle. The large
lift ensures considerable ground clearance
simplifying such difficult maneuvers as
reversing or loading and unloading the
machine from a low-bed truck.  The W
2200 equipped with a Wirtgen mining
drum can easily cut and load 12 in. thick
concrete pavement when required.  

Mills Put Two Shifts’ Work Into One
The urgency of the project prompted Miller to start work with two 12-

hour shifts, or 24 hours a day, but right away the productivity of the
Wirtgens versus the amount of slabs being removed by the prime allowed
Miller to cut back. “We started doing 24/7,” Essex said, “but to keep up
with the slab removal it was only necessary to run one 10 hour shift per
day. Use of cold milling machines for excavation is becoming a very com-
mon practice, especially when it comes to projects constructed on-grade.
It’s a matter of dollars and cents.

“You can throw conventional equipment like excavators and front-
end loaders at the site to excavate as fast as milling machines can, but
cold mills are usually more cost effective because they can excavate and
fine grade all in a single pass,” Essex said. “And we still surprised the
prime with our speed, because the contract was set up for two 12-hour
shifts to keep up with the slab-pulling. But after a day we realized we
could get accomplished in one shift what they expected us to do in two.
The machines exceeded everyone’s expectations.”

Miller’s W 1200 also generated considerable savings for the prime con-
tractor, GSC Atlanta Inc. “Along the edge of the concrete to be removed, we
used the W 1200 to cut 4-ft. widths from the edge of the concrete into the
existing asphalt shoulder at 6 to 8-in. depths,” Gamble said. “This would
accommodate new drainage and kept GSC from having to saw cut and
remove the material with tracked excavators, with considerable savings. We
were able to cut the material quickly with a nice vertical edge, and save the
contractor a lot of money.”

“Our prime contractor, GSC Atlanta, was a first-class operation to work
for,” Essex said. “They were very pro-
fessional, on-time, and on-schedule. A
milling job cannot be efficient unless
you have trucks to put material in.
There was a tremendous amount of
material to be removed on this project
in a short amount of time and none of
it matters unless there’s a truck under-
neath the milling machines. There is
no way we could have met these pro-
duction goals if they didn’t provide the
trucks we needed, when we needed
them.  It was truly a pleasure to not
have to worry about the trucks.”
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One of two W 2200s remove base at ATL

Base excavation by Wirtgen mills saved time
and money in critical time period



“The 2219T is very
operator friendly,
you can drive it with
one finger. You don’t
have to hold the
steering wheel all
day, because it
doesn’t go back to a
zero point or have a
lot of tension in the
wheel. Visibility is a
lot better, too.”

establish the side of the road that is
rolled-over, and take out any wheel ruts.”

New RAP Mix For Base Course
Sections needing full reconstruction

were cold-milled, followed by full-depth
reclamation with added aggregate. The
millings were stockpiled, crushed with a
pug mill to 1 1/2 to 2 in. in size with
fines, and turned into a new mix Maine
was using in 2006, called PMRAP, for
Plant Mix Recycled Asphalt Pavement — a
cold mix with RAP, cement and liquid
asphalt or asphalt emulsion added —
that is placed with an asphalt paver.

The use of PMRAP as a base course
material provides a very cost effective
alternative to traditional materials and
takes advantage of the availability of
stockpiled RAP, Maine DOT notes, but
adds its use is dependent on engineering
judgment, and not actual test results or
performance, to determine the structur-
al capacity of the PMRAP layer. The
structural characteristics of PMRAP
mixes are being determined through
laboratory and field testing.

“It’s intended to replace the 3 in. of
binder that we used to use,” Alley said.
“We now use 3 in. of PMRAP instead of
a traditional base course. It goes down
fairly quickly, and I can have a lot of
material in front of me in a short period
of time, and cover a lot of ground. We
usually run 4 1/4 in. loose to get 3 in.
compacted. We use two steel rollers and
a rubber-tired roller, and they’re looking
for 100 percent compaction. It takes
four days to cure before we can pave

In Maine’s north woods, not far
from the Quebec border, a new
2219T paver from Vögele America
Inc., was climbing mountain grades
and providing a new pavement for
a busy ski season this winter.

Contractor Pike Industries
Inc., of Belmont, N.H. — an
Oldcastle company — was using
its 2219T with HR500E screed to
pave and improve 12 miles of
Maine State Route 27, near Eustis,
in Maine’s scenic north woods and
ski country. 

“This machine has a lot of
power,” said Gene Alley, paving
foreman for Pike. “If you have a

truck with his brakes on too hard, it’s
still going to push him.”

The project combines shim-and-
overlay with some full reconstruction,
Alley said. “There was ledge blasting
and removal of some of the sharp cor-
ners out of the road,” he said. “It’s a $10
million project, the last section of Route
27 in the northern part to the Canadian
border that needed to be done.”

Ledge blasting involves dynamiting
of rock that hangs too far out in the
right-of-way to allow realignment of
curves. “We are taking out some sharp
corners and changing the profile of the
road in some areas. There are also some
old sections of road in which we ‘shim’
the profile back up to the road, and
overlay it with 1 1/4 in. of asphalt. The
shim is a finer mix, which lets us re-10
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Vögele America 2219T
Conquers Maine
Mountain Grades

Pike’s 2219T on Route 27



over it. It’s a new product, and there
still is not a lot known about it. It’s a
learning process, and every job on
which we use it we seem to learn a lit-
tle bit more.”

On top of the PMRAP Alley’s
crews were laying Superpave mixes, 1
1/2-in. of 12.5 mm (1/2-in.) inter-
mediate base, and then 1 1/4 in. of
surface mix with 9.5 mm  (3/8-in.)
stone. The asphalt was coming from a
portable plant in Rangeley on S.R.
16, a distance of about 20 miles from
the job site. “Way up here, you need a
plant that’s close by,” Alley said.
“We’re not waiting on loads and
they’re providing me with what I
need to get things done.”

Pike Industries operates principally in New Hampshire,
Maine and Vermont, with allied firms in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts. “We’re a growing company owned by
Oldcastle, but headquartered in New Hampshire,” Alley said,
adding he’s based out of Pike’s Fairfield, Me. office.

2219T Boosts Production, Profit
Pike acquired the Vögele America 2219T paver in June

2006. “We started the surface of this job with that paver, and
we’ve had really good luck with it.”, Alley said. “Pike is look-
ing at many products. My crew feels very comfortable with this
paver, and it has an edge over a competing make I also was
impressed with. The 2219T goes just a little bit faster, but still
getting us 94 and 95 percent density when done. I can lay a
really nice, consistent mat with it, and really get some tonnage
down and get paid for it.”

Placing mats consistently, in large amounts — and getting
paid for it — is the No. 1 key to profitable contracting, and the
Vögele America 2219T is making that happen, Alley said.

“With our old line of pavers, the best I could do was 22 ft.
per minute, and that was getting densities and getting paid,”
he said. “If you did 1,200 or 1,400 tons per day — all things
being equal — you were doing good. But with this 2219T, up
here on this job, I had a day where I did almost 2,100 tons of
inch-and-a-quarter surface at 14 ft. wide, with an hour and a
half set back time to tie the joint up, and we were still done at
7 p.m. with 94 and 95 percent density. We increased the ton-
nage anywhere from 500 to 700 tons in the same amount of
time and got paid for it.”

“Behind the screed itself, before any rollers hit it, we have
gotten densities in the low-to-mid 80s, which is really good,”
Alley said. “When the knockdown [breakdown] roller hits
the first pass you’re up to 92 and 93. And by the time the last
two rollers finish you’ve got your 94s and 95s, which is what
you want.”

The heavier HR500E electric screed makes a difference,
Alley said. “The screed is 2,000 lb. heavier than other screeds,
which makes a big difference,” he said. “You don’t have to run
the vibes quite so hard to achieve the same or better density.

And when not running the vibe so hard, you are not putting
so much wear-and-tear on the product for longer life.”

And the electric screed is the way to go, he added. “I love
the electric screed,” Alley said. “When I first started 18 years
ago screeds used smoky, dirty, nasty diesel burners. They need
constant maintenance. And if they’re kept on too long they
actually can warp the screed, adding deviations to the screed
that you can’t get out. Electric screed heat is uniform, even
heat, that will only go to a certain temperature, avoiding the
potential warping. And this newer-style electric screed is a lot
quieter, because the generator is placed with the engine. It
makes a big difference.”

Alley’s crew for Maine 27 included Stephen Allen, paver
operator; Gary Holmes and Josh Campbell, wheel men; Brian
Bolster, knockdown roller operator; Robert Bergeron, pneu-
matic roller operator; Bruce Bickford, back roller operator; and
Derrick Beers, utility man.

“The 2219T is very operator friendly, you can drive it with
one finger,” Allen said. “You don’t have to hold the steering
wheel all day, because it doesn’t go back to a zero point or
have a lot of tension in the wheel. Visibility is a lot better,
too, and even the white seat is a plus; it doesn’t get hot in the
summer.”

Pike is an Oldcastle company in New England

HR500E electric screed is ‘the way to go’
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“Using conventional
rollers we were having
trouble getting density;
that’s why we went
with the Oscillation
rollers from Hamm.
The Oscillation rollers
got density on the first
lift of base course with
two coverage passes —
Oscillation and
vibratory — and on
the second lift, with
one coverage pass.”

‘Three Amigo’ Contractor In Florida
Milling of the existing asphalt was

done by two Wirtgen machines, working
in unison, a W 2000 and a W 2100. They
were joined by two Hamm HD O120V
Oscillation rollers, a Hamm 3410 soil
compactor, and a Vögele America 1110 W
asphalt paver, predecessor to today’s
2219W. Briggs Construction Equipment
is Halifax’s distributor.

“We’re the first Florida company to
achieve ‘Three Amigo’ status,” Iannotti
said. “We began with the Wirtgen milling
machines, and from our experience with
those we acquired the rollers, and now
we have the Vögele America paver.”

The 35,000-sq. yd. project involved
20,000 tons of hot mix asphalt, and
18,500 cu. yd. of base. Specs for the base
course required 98 percent in the mat,
and 97.3 percent on the joints.

“Because of its unique design
involving larger stone, the base course
was real hard to achieve density,” Jones
said. “Using conventional rollers we

In the shadow of the famous
D a y t o n a  I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Speedway, the Wirtgen Group’s
“Three Amigos” of Hamm
Oscillation rollers, Vögele
America paver, and Wirtgen
mills were helping Daytona
Beach International Airport in
Florida to beat rising ground
water that was threatening its
paved surfaces and operations.

The airport is using taxiway
and runway asphalt overlays and
rebuilds to raise the surface of
critical paved operating surfaces,

in effect raising the pavement well
above the water table.

“Heavy rains have put us back five
to six weeks behind schedule,” said Fred
Iannotti, purchasing manager, Halifax
Paving Inc. “And rain is the reason for
this job; the groundwater table is so high
that it has risen into the limerock base of
the taxiways, and cracked them apart.”

“We cold-milled the existing
asphalt and base down 24 inches, and
then came back with a 12-in. stabilized
base, 7 in. of limerock, 7 in. of black
base with 1 1/2 -in. top size stone, and
4 in. P-401 surface course,” said Frank
Jones, paving superintendent for
Halifax. The firm was working on a taxi-
way when visited in late summer, but
large areas of cracked runway pavement
awaited restoration.
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Halifax Paving Inc. places taxiway at Daytona Intl. Airport

‘Three Amigos’ To Rescue
Of Water-Threatened
Daytona Airport Pavements

Halifax’s HD O120V compacts to FAA specs



were having trouble getting density; that’s why we
went with the Oscillation rollers from Hamm. The
Oscillation rollers got density on the first lift of base
course with two coverage passes — Oscillation and
vibratory — and on the second lift, with one cover-
age pass.”

That’s a lot better performance than Halifax was
used to seeing. “Normally, even on our highway
mixes with conventional rollers, we would have to
use four to five coverage passes,” Jones added.
“When the airport owners had seen the numbers we
were getting off the cores, they were ecstatic that we
were getting compaction so quickly.”

“In fact, we were getting so far above the require-
ments, that we had to ‘back off’ what we were
doing,” Iannotti said. “Our target range was 97.3 to
99.2, and were getting 100, 101, even 102.9. At the airport’s
request we had to back off some of the coverage passes to get
back into our target range!”

The airport was concerned that Oscillation rollers getting
compaction into the very high density range would fracture
the aggregate in the mix, but nonaggressive Oscillation com-
paction will not shatter aggregate, as Halifax’s Jones found. “At
those densities, it’s not shattering the stone at all,” he said.

Halifax’s acquisition of the revolutionary Hamm
Oscillation rollers was the result of a good deal of investiga-
tion and research.

“I’d been following Oscillation compaction in the indus-
try trade journals for about three years,” Iannotti said. “For
two years we had wanted to do a demonstration but machines
tended not be available when we had an application requiring
more efficient compaction. We were able to see it work a week
before the airport work started, and ‘Wham’, it cured our prob-
lems on that job in advance of the Daytona airport job.” 

Unless two adjoining lanes are paved in tandem, com-
paction of cold joints between lanes is nearly always problem-
atic. But Oscillation compaction is so efficient — even with
cooled mats — that Halifax has been able to achieve density
on cold joints just as well as the warm mats.

“Originally we were having joint compaction problems,
but the Hamm rollers have brought the joints into spec, even
when the mix has cooled outside its target temperatures,”
Jones said.

The same benefit applied to a potentially costly down-
pour that cooled fresh hot mix, but Halifax still was able to get
density on it. “We had a situation where we had paved a shop-
ping center lot, and at day’s end two loads of asphalt had been
heavily rained on, and sat there all night,” Jones said. “There
were problems with roller marks; We came back the next day
about 10 a.m., when the sun had heated the asphalt, put the
Ozzie on it, and it actually compacted the asphalt another
quarter of an inch. It was amazing, that’s all I can say.”

The ability to salvage cold loads of hot mix via Oscillation
technology can really impact a firm’s profitability. “It’s great
for a firm’s bottom line,” Iannotti said. “We’re still realizing
what we can achieve with these machines. Once we get sever-

al of these jobs under the belt, we will have a better idea of
what we can expect.”

Iannotti said the firm’s purchase decisions also consider
Wirtgen’s reputation in the field. “I base an awful lot of the
purchase decision on Wirtgen’s reputation, even before Briggs,
back to when we bought our first milling machine,” he said.
“Any time we had a question, there was someone who could
answer it. They designed it, they built it, they could tell you
exactly where to look and what to do. And parts availability
was never an issue. It was in stock, and we had it the next day.

“Based on this experience, we stepped into the Hamm
rollers with Briggs,” Iannotti said. “In advance of the Ozzies
we bought several 3000 Series soil rollers, and that input
served us well in buying the Ozzies. Following Oscillation
technology in the trade magazines also made us want to try
them. My reputation is based on what I do, and I put 99.9 per-
cent faith in the Wirtgen Group name as far as the paver goes.”

Parts availability was an issue for John Van Seeters, Halifax
facilities manager, but that potential problem was quelled.
“Parts availability was a concern at first, but not now,” he said.
“We haven’t had any problem with the Vögele paver, and
when we bought it, they came and went over it step-by-step
with us, explaining everything, which most companies won’t
do. All my mechanics and field men came in, and we could see
that it was a well-built machine with easy access.”

Twin Hamm Oscillation rollers compact in shadow of Daytona International Speedway

Halifax’s 1110 WB is predecessor to today’s 2219W
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ing, and the most critical thing is that the diamond grinders
were asking for a minimum 60 days, and the contractor was on
track to finish the same area in 10 to 14 days,” said Britt Barnes,
regional sales manager, Wirtgen America, Inc. “My early calcu-
lations said we could do it in one-tenth the time, and even if it
took more than that, it will have been a big success.”

“There was a very high cost to the diamond grinding,” said
Danny Simpson, vice president and managing partner, TexOp
Construction. “Also, the time it would take to do the diamond
grinding was excessively long. We proposed to do the job in a
much shorter period of time at a lower cost, but with the same
benefit as the diamond grinding, 20 days versus 60 days, giv-
ing them exactly the same ride in a third of the time.”

Originally diamond grinders were specified for the work,
Barnes said. “Their only option was diamond grinding,” he
said. “But diamond grinders are slow, tedious and expensive.
We felt Wirtgen mills could do that job a lot better. Our fine-
texture drum gives the toll authority that certain striation of
the grooved line that they are looking for. Now APAC and the
toll authority are happy about the smooth ride, and quietness
of the ride that fine texturing will bring. And they are antici-
pating that the NovaChip will adhere to the surface better and
give them a smoother end product.”

While premium surfacings and thin-lift hot mix asphalt
surfacings provide a durable driving surface, their thinness

Costly, time-consuming diamond-grinding of the driving sur-
face of the President George Bush Turnpike north of Dallas
was replaced in late summer 2006 by the economical use of a
fine-toothed drum mounted on a Wirtgen W 2000 cold mill.

The President George Bush Turnpike is a major east-
west route in the northern half of the Dallas Metroplex, and is
a 30.5-mile, six-lane, limited access toll highway which passes
through or along the cities of Garland, Richardson, Plano,
Dallas, Carrollton, Farmers Branch and Irving.

Near Carrollton, Texas, the project owner — the North
Texas Tollway Authority (NTTA) — planned to overlay a sec-
tion of the expressway with NovaChip® high-performance,
proprietary open-graded friction course. But such thin lifts —
with maximum 3/8-in. stone — require extremely well-pre-
pared and even surfaces for placement. Any irregularity in the
existing pavement will reflect through the thin surfacing
immediately. Conventional surface prep for worn pavements
previously involved diamond grinding the pavement to pre-
cise tolerances, involving specialized mobile equipment,
excessive lane closures and long project times.

But cold milling subcontractor TexOp Construction, LP, of
Roanoke, Tex., and Wirtgen America, Inc., had a different idea.
In conjunction with its general contractor APAC, TexOp pro-
posed using a W 2000 with a 2-meter (6.56-ft.) fine-texture
drum to prepare and level the aged asphalt pavement surface
prior to the thin surfacing.

The Wirtgen fine-toothed drum removed all imperfections
and bumps, and leveled the driving surface side-to-side, so a
NovaChip surface could be placed using a Vögele 1800 SP
paver. The NovaChip paving process places an ultra-thin,
coarse aggregate hot mix over a special asphalt membrane
applied in one pass over the existing pavement surface.

“On this particular job, fine-texturing with a cold mill
saved the authority as much as $700,000 over diamond grind-
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Fine-Milling With W 2000
Replaces Diamond Grinding
On Dallas-Area Tollway

Night work required by busy Dallas turnpike



Family Business And Reliable Mills
TexOp has five cold mills, including Wirtgen’s largest

machines, a W 2000, W 2100, and W 2200. And there’s a rea-
son why TexOp leaves its biggest work to the biggest Wirtgen
mills: their reliability.

“As a family-owned business we can’t afford the down-
time that you get with other machines,” Simpson said. “Our
Wirtgens have been up and running constantly since we’ve
had them. Their engineering makes them so reliable. They’re
the right size for what we want to do on large or small jobs.
With the four track design, they’re very stable, and have been
virtually trouble-free.”

Simpson also found the Wirtgen fine-toothed drum supe-
rior to what he’d experienced with other machines. “In the past
I’ve used fine-toothed drums with other machines, but I like to
use the Wirtgen,” he said. “They are of very high quality, with
a beautiful pattern. It’s German engineering at its best.”

“What amazes me about a Wirtgen milling machine, and
what impresses customers everywhere, is how clean it leaves
the cut,” Barnes said. “It mechanically sucks the millings up
like a Hoover. On this particular application, we have taken
the pressure off the drum housing back door and got it off the
ground, because we wanted to leave the longitudinal striations
to keep the appearance of a diamond cut. We are sure that the
adhesion of the NovaChip will be enhanced by the greater sur-
face area offered by the striations.”

Now that fine grinding using a Wirtgen mill and fine-tex-
ture drum has made an impact in Texas, TexOp’s Simpson sees
a growth area. “In the long run, we see this getting much big-
ger,” he said. “Most of the jobs now include a ride spec,
whether they’re on asphalt or concrete. Our machines have us
positioned to take advantage of that spec.”

makes them very vulnerable to variations in the pavement
substrate on which they are placed. The evenness and smooth-
ness of these thin surface treatments depends entirely on the
smoothness of the prepared surface, and that’s where the fine
texturing process comes in.

During the project, precision cold milling control systems
were keeping the cut “on the level”. “TexOp is cutting with the
Multiplex system, sometimes on both sides, sometimes with
Multiplex on one side and wire rope sensor on the other,”
Barnes said. “The NTTA ran a profilograph over the existing
highway, and then marked stations, so they knew where their
worst areas were,” Barnes said in late summer. “And that’s
where most of the fine texturing efforts were focused.”

Proving The Process
Wirtgen and TexOp both worked with the toll authority to

show the efficacy of the fine-milling process.
“We did a test project for Texas DOT using the fine-texture

drum,” Simpson said. “People came out, took a look and liked
what they saw, including the smoothness of the ride and the pat-
tern of the drum. They were skeptical, until they saw the process
work. This job will give the turnpike back its ridability, and pro-
vide a surface that will bond well to the NovaChip paving.”

The project already had been designed with diamond
grinding in the contract, so a change order was the means to
get the cold mill on the project instead of a diamond grinder.

The process is applicable to portland cement concrete
pavements and decks, as well as asphalt, Barnes said. But while
fine-tooth milling of concrete is done elsewhere in the world,
it’s not common in the United States.

Wirtgen would like to change that. “Not only does this
process mill for smoothness on asphalt, but it also has appli-
cation for portland cement concrete, benefiting the owner
with low costs, short time-frame and the end product we get,”
he said. “I have seen projects done by Wirtgen machines, such
as airports in Germany, and I know it will work in Texas. The
best way to level faulted slabs and improve traction on pol-
ished concrete is with a Wirtgen cold mill and fine-tooth
drum. It’s been done all over the world and the market is
growing here.”
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Fine-texture drum leaves ideal surface for NovaChip

Water refill takes place ‘on the fly’



“After the first three
competitive races, the
MotorSports World
has rated Iowa
Speedway as one of
the smoothest and
best laid-out race
tracks in North
America,” said Stu
Murray, president,
Wirtgen America.
“That’s the bottom
line to all this work.”

density and lifts were milled out by a
Manatt Wirtgen W 2200 cold milling
machine. The mix design was altered
and shortly afterward, the Vögele Super
2100 with famous Vögele high-density
screed was brought in and went to work.
This successful mix was compacted in
part by a Hamm HD O120V roller with
exclusive Oscillation technology in
intermediate position.

There were a number of reasons for
the noncompliant mix. “We changed
quite a few elements to get everything
to work,” Eide said. Ultimately a total
of 80,000 tons of hot mix asphalt went
down on the track and associated road-
ways, and paving was done via
windrow and windrow elevator preced-
ing the pavers.

The Vögele Super 2100 with its con-
trols and high density screed achieved
exceptional high densities which aided
roller patterns at the required slope.  

In addition to the W 2200, early-on,
Manatt’s used a WR 2500 recycler/stabi-
lizer to firm up areas of the subgrade
which needed stabilization. “Our soils
are expansive clays, and there were some
very small areas where we did spot sta-
bilization with fly ash,” Eide said.

On top of this soil subbase went 10
to 12 inches of granular base with two
different gradings, one a 3-in. road stone,
but capped with a modified-gradation
subbase. This was topped with a 2-in. 75-
blow Marshall base course which incor-
porated a PG 76-22 asphalt binder.

The “Three Amigos” of
Wirtgen, Hamm and Vögele
kept a greenfield race track in
Iowa on schedule for opening
in the fall, after some initial
asphalt placement required
replacement.

The Iowa Speedway,
developed by the U.S.
MotorSport Entertainment
Corp., is a $70 million facility
on 226 acres near Newton, Ia.
The 7/8 mile, asphalt-paved,
oval motor speedway includes
near-seamless banking transi-
tions from 12 to 13 to 14

degrees. The track hosted its first race
the weekend of Sept. 16, and races con-
tinued into the fall. But the track’s first
major event will be an Indy Car Racing
event in June 2007.

Wirtgen America’s Open Wheel
United States Auto Club (USAC) driver,
Bobby Santos III, was one of the first to
drive in competition on the new surface,
and set a new world record for speed in
a USAC Midget Car of over 139 mph.

“The top three passes on the track
were placed by the Vögele Super 2100,”
said Donn Eide, regional manager,
Manatt’s Inc. “We had great luck with
the Vögele machine.”

But the Super 2100 was not the first
paver on the job. “We had a couple of
passes that went down, that we had to
take back up,” Eide said. These first lifts
were out-of-spec because of ride and16
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‘Three Amigos’ Help
New Iowa Speedway
Meet Opening Date

Super 2100 places successful mix



“The 1 1/2-in. intermediate lift was a 3/4-in. mix contain-
ing limestone, fine dense-graded, with PG 76-22 binder,” Eide
said. “The 1 1/2-in. surface layer was a 3/8-in. mix of which 65
percent was granite, with 10 percent natural sand, and 25 per-
cent limestone.” The granite was brought down from
Minnesota. That critical top level incorporated a PG 82-22
modified liquid asphalt. The mix was designed by Robert
Harrington LLC.

Moving Rollers For Best Effect
“Our compaction requirement was a 92 percent mini-

mum/94 percent target for base, intermediate and surface lay-
ers,” Eide said.

“At one time we moved the Oscillation roller right behind
the paver, and moved the different-make breakdown roller to
intermediate rolling, but we found that roller could not attain
the densities required,” said Mark Blessen, regional sales man-
ager. “So they moved the Ozzie back to intermediate, and it
pulled the compaction up to what was needed.”

With the Oscillation roller in the breakdown position, the
contractor was easily attaining 92 to 93 percent compaction
there, with the vibratory roller getting the same figures in the

intermediate position. But when the
vibratory was in the breakdown posi-
tion it was getting getting 90 to 91 per-
cent compaction, while the Oscillation
roller was getting 93 to 94 percent,
which turned out to be the perfect fit.

The Super 2100 was continuously
placing asphalt with 88 to 90 percent
density right behind the screed. By June
28, the second intermediate lift was
completed, with all density require-
ments met, and achievement of a ride
spec of 5 to 7 in. over 7/8 mile.

Finally, on July 1, work began on
the driving course, beginning with the
top lane. The asphalt design changed to
a finer gradation, while the ride spec was

changed to a maximum of 8 in. over the 7/8 mile of the track.
The top lane was finished the same day, and completed

with an average density of 94.3 percent, a confirmed ride spec
of 5.35 in., and the slope was maintained an exact 14 deg
without any variances.

The completion of the top lift was followed with the sec-
ond lane at 13 deg and a ride spec of 3.44 in., and the third
lane at 12 deg with a ride spec of 3.90 in. Its average density
was 94.4 percent.

The close-graded mat, with only about 3/4 in. of roll
down, required a perfect match at the joint, which the Super
2100 attained.

“Working on those slopes was the most challenging part
of the project,” Eide said. “When you’re on a roadway, the
steepest you will get is 8 percent. But when you get up to 14
degrees, it’s a whole new ball game.”

“After the first three competitive races, the MotorSports
World has rated Iowa Speedway as one of the smoothest and
best laid-out race tracks in North America,” said Stu Murray,
president, Wirtgen America. “That’s the bottom line to all
this work.”

W 2200 mills out-of-spec asphalt

Hamm O120V Oscillation roller compacts track lift Powerful Super 2100 got up to 90 percent density at screed
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NAPA Membership:
The Power 
Of Partnership
Contractors need to be prepared for challenges coming to
their industry, especially those that affect the bottom line.
That’s why asphalt contractors in North America belong in the
National Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA); it’s a way of
preparing your company for those important challenges. 

Tracking of environmental issues — and response to them
— are among the ways that NAPA benefits member contractors.

“I have seen how certain environmental issues have
emerged in a different part of the country from where we are
located,” said Jim Roberts, 2006 chairman of NAPA, and
senior vice president, Granite Construction, Watsonville, Calif.
“By being involved in NAPA company leaders can anticipate
coming environmental issues and be better prepared when
these issues come to their area.”

Roberts believes that involvement with NAPA helps a mem-
ber company be ready not only to play better defense against
changing markets, but also create a stronger offense as well.

Many company leaders first learned about technologies
such as stone matrix asphalt (SMA),
Perpetual Pavements, porous pavements, and
warm-mix technologies through NAPA. “This
translates into a competitive advantage, help-
ing your company be better prepared to act
on opportunities,” Roberts said.

Networking Through Industry Events
To facilitate interaction NAPA conducts

an annual meeting and mid-year meetings,
which provide members with key informa-
tion about the industry, and promote their
participation in the important issues of the
day.

The association also co-sponsors the
World of Asphalt® Show and Conference —
March 19-22, 2007 at the Georgia
International Convention Center in Atlanta

— which strengthens the industry through training, exchange
of technical information, and showcasing of products and ser-
vices in a trade-show venue.

“I think the annual meeting and World of Asphalt have
been improved in recent years because of their focus on ‘take
aways’,” Roberts said. “NAPA members see these meetings as
places where they can learn things that can create immediate
value for their company. They can utilize information from
these meetings to provide positive bottom-line returns to
their company.”  

Conversations with colleagues at these events can often
have long-lasting effects. “I’ve become good friends with many
of the people I’ve met at these events,” Roberts said. “And
when a problem arises in our business it’s often something
that other members  have had experience with. It’s great to be
able to just pick up the phone and talk with someone from
another geographic area who is not a competitor and come
away with solutions.”

Ontario’s Gazzola Paving Ltd. is NAPA member



Unparalleled Support For Research
Some people in the industry are unaware of the signifi-

cance of the national asphalt research facility that NAPA
helped establish some 20 years ago with the support of its
member contractors.

The facility is the National Center for Asphalt Technology,
— associated with Auburn University — and is located in
Auburn, Ala. Over the years the center — and its unique 1.7-
mile test track — has provided research that has proved invalu-
able to the industry and NAPA members.

“The typical contractor is consumed with the projects that
he is working on right now,” said Roberts. “He does not have
time to think about the future of the industry and the impor-
tance of research and development. That research helps NAPA
members and the HMA industry keep ahead of our competing
products, as well as learning about some of the great possibil-
ities of the materials we work with.”

Roberts believes that NAPA membership is important for
companies that want to secure their future in the hot-mix
asphalt industry. “Too often contractors and business people
just expect things to happen in their industry. They don’t
understand what goes on behind the scenes,” said Roberts.
“There comes a time in your career when you need to give back
to the industry. NAPA is a great opportunity to do exactly that.”

Wirtgen America, Inc. is a member of NAPA and is a strong
supporter of NAPA and World of Asphalt. Many of Wirtgen,
Hamm and Vögele America customers also are members.

For questions about membership with National Asphalt
Pavement Association, we invite you to go to NAPA’s web site
at www.hotmix.org and click Join NAPA. Or call Roger
Sandberg, NAPA’s vice president for membership, at (888)
468-6499.

The above editorial material was submitted by NAPA to
Wirtgen Technology Magazine.

New York State’s
HMA Contracting
Corp. is a NAPA
Member
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North Carolina’s C.C. Mangum Company has taken a leadership role in NAPA
▲

East Coast-based Lane Construction benefits from Wirtgen equipment and
membership in NAPA
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......................................................................................................................................................................................SPECIAL REPORT: TECHNOLOGY DAYS 2006

Windhagen, Germany, Sept. 22, 2006: The “cutting edge” of
asphalt milling was only part of the state-of-the-art in pave-
ment construction, rehabilitation and reconstruction
processes and equipment on display at Wirtgen Group’s
Technology Days 2006 event.

Some 2,500 visitors from 50 countries — including the
United States and Canada — came to Wirtgen’s Windhagen
plant in west-central Germany in late September to see a
complete display of Wirtgen “Three Amigo” products, watch
field demonstrations of Wirtgen process technologies, hear
presentations on Wirtgen applications from speakers from
around the world, tour the newly expanded Windhagen
plant and watch equipment being manufactured, and mingle
with corporate personnel and swap stories and experiences
with each other.

Not only did visitors learn from
Wirtgen Group personnel; Wirtgen
personnel gained valuable field expe-
rience and input from visiting end
users, some of which ultimately may
be incorporated in a product’s design.

Members of the overseas and
North American construction industry
trade press also attended and got to
better-know the Wirtgen Group as the
single-source marketer of the world’s
most technologically advanced lines
of asphalt reclaiming and recycling
equipment from Wirtgen GmbH,
asphalt and soil compactors from
Hamm AG, and asphalt pavers from
Joseph Vögele AG.

A comprehensive exhibition dis-
playing some 60 machines provided
an eye-opening overview of all current
product lines of mobile equipment

offered by the Wirtgen Group “Three Amigos”. Cold milling
machines from largest to smallest sizes were displayed, as well
as Wirtgen soil stabilizer/recyclers — including the new WR
2400 — and Wirtgen surface miners.

Vögele AG — the world’s largest manufacturer of asphalt
pavers — introduced four new medium-class machines. And
Hamm exhibited its “new generation” small tandem roller
models HD 8, HD 10C and HD 14.

Equipment and process demonstrations were conducted
before a large grandstand, with as many as 20 machines in
operation. Two non-repeating sets of demos were conducted
each day. The demonstrations clearly showed how closely the
technologies of the three brands interact, and how well the
different machine types are adjusted to each other as a “team”
to solve the challenges of road construction.

Hamm’s impressive 3000 Series of soil compactors stand at attention

Wirtgen Group
Product Prowess
On Display



One such example was creation of foamed asphalt cold
mix for a base layer, produced using the Wirtgen KMA 200
mobile cold recycling plant, with mix placed using a Super
2100-2 paver, and compaction carried out with tandem and
pneumatic rollers from Hamm. The emission-free, portable
KMA 200 is capable of producing up to 200 tons per hour of
foamed asphalt mix, or cement-, lime- or emulsion-stabilized
cold mixes, without EPA permits.

Another demo was production of hydraulically bound
base layers, with binding agent mixed in with WR 2400 and
WR 2500 S stabilizer/cold recyclers, and compaction with a
Hamm 3518 roller. Deep milling with the largest Wirtgen mill

— the W 2200 — also was demonstrated.
Expert presentations on product and process applications

were provided by international speakers, both from Wirtgen
staff, but also from customers. The presenters from North
America follow this article.

These presentations or lectures were also presented in two
non-repeating sessions each day. Topics included cold milling,
cold recycling, asphalt paving, asphalt and soil compaction,
surface mining, and more.

Another highlight of Technology Days Sept. 22-23 was

.............................................................................................................................................SPECIAL REPORT

Cold mills and the drums which serve themHD 10C VV is now in North America

Small machines joined large ones on display
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tours of the ultra-modern, recently expanded Windhagen
plant, where Wirtgen cold mills, recycler/stabilizers, and sur-
face miners are manufactured. Some 1,500 machines per year
will be produced by the new assembly plant. Visitors saw how
the redesigned assembly process optimizes external and in-
house material flow, and supports an entirely paperless ware-
house with an online control system.

The expanded 183,000 sq. ft. plant entered into service in
January 2006. With the final assembly plant, the integrated
central warehouse and the machine loading yard, Wirtgen
GmbH has now more than doubled its size.

Giant video screen helps spectators follow detail of demonstrationHamm rollers compact stabilized base in demo

Vögele pavers on display with Wirtgen plant on hilltop

......................................................................................................................................................................................

WR 2000 is high-performance recycler/stabilizer



Hydraulically bound base stabilization demonstrated by WR 2500 S

Hamm HD O70V is new Oscillation roller in North America

Professor Kim Jenkins of the University of Stellenbosch and 
Dave Collings of Loudon International — both of South Africa — spoke on

foamed asphalt technology; consultant Collings is a familiar face to 
North Americans involved with foamed asphalt
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Morning and afternoon
demonstrations drew
crowds both days

▲



follows that the contractor doesn’t have to push the break-
down rollers as hard and in some cases can reduce passes
knowing that he can make it up safely with oscillation.

Unlike traditional vibratory compactors that achieve
compaction by "bouncing" the drum on the ground,
Hamm's Oscillation technology ensures that the roller drums
maintain constant contact with the ground for faster, more
effective compaction.

In the oscillation drum, two eccentric masses turning in
the same direction cause a movement around the drum axle.
The movement changes its direction of effect during one turn
so it generates an oscillating or rocking movement of the drum.
Horizontal forces are transmitted from the drum into the pave-
ment. The result is better compaction in fewer passes, with less
vibration-related wear and tear on operators and surroundings.

We brought over eight machines initially, and put them
north, south, east and west. We took them to state DOT con-
tractors and let them use the units and see what we could learn.

Very early in the program, in 2003, we put a machine with
Ritchie Paving in Wichita, Kan. They were overcompacting the
mix, which contained limestone, a soft rock. This machine, an
HD O90V, compacted a Superpave leveling course on Kansas
96 near Wichita. This project involved a 45-mm (1.7-inch)
Superpave leveling course, with PG 70-28 polymer-modified

Evans is national marketing director, Hamm Compaction Division,
of Wirtgen America, Inc. This article is adapted from his presenta-
tion at Wirtgen Technology Days, Sept. 22-23, held at the Wirtgen
Group headquarters at Windhagen, Germany.

In Europe, of course, we use tamper bars and high-density
pressure bars on our paver screeds, and typically we can
achieve up to 90, sometimes 93 percent density consistently
right behind the Vögele paver. But North American pavers are
not built the same. We’re lucky to get anywhere close to 90
percent density behind the screed, so we use a roll train.

European style mixes are common now in North America
and grain crushing, bonus money, avoiding penalties, joint
construction and TAC (time available for compaction) are
huge concerns to the American contractor.

In Europe, the screed provides the density that a North
American breakdown roller would achieve. In North America
it would be more typical to achieve about 80 percent density
behind the screed, so we have a lot more work to do to reach
our target. We will use a large vibratory breakdown roller
when the mix is hot.  An oscillatory roller of the same size will
also deliver similar densities in the breakdown position but its
real benefit comes from use in the intermediate or finish posi-
tion where a vibratory roller is less effective and there is a
greater risk that you will fracture the material. Once the mix
reaches 175 deg F a vibratory roller should not be used and
typically a static roller is used to achieve final density.

I think that whether you’re in Europe, or in North
America, the solution to achieving compaction density is
Oscillatory compaction. Europe uses them extensively as the
mix already has a better density behind the screed. Oscillation
enables the North American contractors to work the mix safe-
ly at cooler temperatures giving you a “bigger window” to
attain density, bonus and avoid penalties.

We know that in the back, the Oscillation roller will leave
a super finish, safely, and is going to be a lot more effective at
pulling up density than an old static tandem roller. It therefore
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Oscillation Compaction Is
Changing North American
Roller Productivity
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liquid asphalt binder with 1-inch top-sized aggregate. This
intermediate course ultimately would be topped with a 25
mm PG-graded wearing course.

Previously, breakdown compaction had been accom-
plished by a 24,910 lb., double-drum articulated roller, with
intermediate compaction by a pneumatic roller, and finish
compaction with another 24,910-lb articulated roller.

However, on this project, the nonaggressive Oscillation
compaction was achieving better compaction numbers, faster,
than the pneumatic and finish rollers combined. That prompt-
ed a pavement technician to observe that the HD O90V could
take the place of two compactors.

Compaction numbers were being checked with a Troxler
3411B density gauge. Numbers attained with the convention-
al, three-unit compaction train were 91 to 92.5 percent maxi-
mum. But with the HD O90V, compaction from 91 to 94.5
percent was being achieved with just two rollers. Right away
we got better density with fewer machines, and most impor-
tantly, without stone crushing. This customer, who was down
for a 48-hour demonstration, insisted on buying that unit,
and another; he bought two machines on the spot.

On a subsequent follow up visit we learned that Ritchie
Paving had earned a $90,000 bonus while laying 130,000 tons
on one six-week project, which they credited solely to the use
of oscillatory rollers.

In Colorado, in the
Rocky Mountains, there
were a different set of
circumstances. In 2003
the state implemented a
longitudinal joint densi-
ty spec requiring 92 per-
cent (plus or minus 4
percent) compaction on
the joint itself. This com-
pares to densities (for
PG-graded mixes) in dri-
ving lanes of 92 to 96
percent, with a target of
94 percent. Compliance
was to be checked via
cores removed directly
over the longitudinal
joint. For 18 months,
not a single contractor
had been able to achieve
the joint density spec,
and to get jobs, contrac-
tors were having to fac-
tor penalties into the
costs of a job.

To make a long story
short, Brannan Sand &
Gravel took our machine
out and consistently was
able to achieve joint den-
sity between 92 to 93 off
the density gauge after

three passes using both the vibratory and the oscillatory drum
of the roller. There was an unanticipated benefit to oscillation
compaction using the HD O90V: The roller performed so effi-
ciently the contractor was able to eliminate a number of pieces
of equipment off the job, because the equipment and laborers
were brought on just to achieve required joint density.

And this year, in Roanoke, Va., a contractor was able to cut
the number of roller patterns in half on tough SMA mix using
Oscillation compaction. Needless to say that led to consider-
able fuel and other cost savings.

Other positives we have heard are that it’s a quieter,
smoother machine to operate, with better visibility.
Oscillation technology has really grown rapidly, and has
enabled us to capture a significant market share of large dou-
ble-drum tandem rollers in North America. As a result of this
success with the HD O90V and HD O120V, we have just intro-
duced the HD O70V. The first two machines arrived in North
America in August and were sold immediately. 

In 2003, near Wichita, Ritchie Paving compacts with
one of first Oscillation rollers in U.S., the HD O90V

Larger HD O120V compacts taxiway at JFK Airport in New York City
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Traditional vibratory compactors use an
eccentric drive within drum, whereas with

Hamm Oscillation compaction, in the
oscillation drum, two eccentric masses
turning in the same direction cause a

movement around the drum axle, keeping
drum in constant contact with surface for

faster, more effective compaction
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section, with a concrete barrier on one side, and a metal beam
guardrail, or slope, on the other. In that configuration, no
matter what the construction, there would be no place to go.

The existing grades were 6.5 percent, but complicating
this problem is that on the westbound lanes, most of the truck
traffic would be coming off a 7,000-ft. grade out of the Sierra
Nevada. Their brakes would be hot, and there could be a lot of
brake “fade”. There was a real fear of runaway trucks.

The closest HMA plant was 40 km (25 miles) away, and
we feared that if we used a lot of HMA on this job, given the
time of year it would be done, we’d be fighting temperatures.
And in California they were seeing an all-time high cost for
liquid asphalt and fuel. So anything they could do to save
money, and bitumen, would be beneficial.

California has a history of success using foamed asphalt.
One project is five years old and they’ve found that foam gives
a very economical and long-lasting product. The idea of a sin-
gle-pass train, one train that would move down the road,
accomplishing up to 2 miles of road per day, and would be very
compact, was very appealing.

Peterson is a materials engineer involved with the project. This arti-
cle is adapted from his presentation at Wirtgen Technology Days,
Sept. 22-23, held at the Wirtgen Group headquarters at
Windhagen, Germany.

The project was located on Interstate 80, a main thoroughfare
between the East Coast and West Coast of the United States. The
project pavement was located about 100 miles east of San
Francisco, and was in dire need of rehabilitation. The job was to
rehabilitate it under live traffic — they did not have the ability
to detour traffic — and needed to do it in an economic manner.

The traffic volumes ranged from 100,000 vpd with 8.5
percent trucks near Auburn, to about 39.000 vpd in the Colfax
area, a smaller area at 650 meters (2,100 ft.) elevation, with
about 16 percent trucks. That equates to approximately one
truck per second in Auburn. If you think about that, every
minute that you’re on the roadway, 60 trucks will go by you.

The configuration of the roadway had two, 1.2-meter (4-
ft.) shoulders, and three 3.6-meter (12-ft.)  lanes. The pave-
ment had 150 to 200 mm (6 to 8 in.) hot mix asphalt, 200
mm of cement-treated base, and a subgrade about 300 mm
(12 in.) deep. The pavement exhibited block cracking, with
wheel-path digouts in all lanes and in both wheel paths.
Alligator cracking led to potholes. Because there was a limited
amount of HMA on top of the CTB, every time there was a pot-
hole, it created a very, very shallow depression, which became
impossible to fill and maintain. There also was severe oxida-
tion of HMA.

The roadway had worn out, and had far exceeded its
design life.

Why Recycling? 
The original design called for cold-milling of the top 100

mm of the existing pavement, and replacement with two 50
mm lifts of hot mix asphalt (HMA). This would have been three
separate operations on a roadway with a high volume of traffic.

Also, a lot of the roadway was in what is called a “choke”

Foamed Asphalt Recycling
Makes The Grade 
On California’s Hilly I-80

by Joseph Peterson, P.E.
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But the main reason that they chose foam asphalt recy-
cling for I-80 was that four hours after they would finish a sec-
tion, they could turn traffic loose on it, uncontrolled, at full
freeway speeds. They broke no windshields on this project,
and there were no accidents in the construction zone.

And because the recycling train was so short, motorists
did not have time to slow down and gawk at the operation;
they were past it before they could really slow down. The recy-
cling train greatly reduced that type of congestion.

There also was significantly less construction equipment
on the roadway. A standard mill-and-fill process — removing
reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) and bringing HMA back in
— requires a lot of trucks going in and out of the traffic clo-
sures. Every time that happens there’s a potential for an acci-
dent. By virtually eliminating the RAP and hot mix trucks, we
had a lot fewer problems.

Also, California is running out of available quality aggre-
gates. They are barging in aggregates from Canada to the San
Francisco Bay area, and from Mexico to the San Diego area.
Any time they can save bitumen at $600/ton, there’s a poten-
tial for cost savings.

The train eliminated yet another potential problem. In the
past, whenever they add cement to a project, they would
always spread it, and then recycle it in. The high volumes of
traffic would have made that problematic, because they would
have created enough wind to blow a lot of cement off the
roadway. By mixing the cement with a [Wirtgen WM 1000]
slurry mixer and applying directly to the milling drum, not
only did they avoid the mess from the blowing cement, but
from an environmental standpoint, none of the cement was
getting into the waterways or landing on the side of the roads.

They saved approximately 102,000 metric tonnes
(112,200 short tons) of aggregate, 2,600 mt (2,860 tons) of
bitumen, and 9,200 truck trips. That’s an incredible number of
truck trips, and that doesn’t include all the auxiliary equip-
ment that would have been moving in and out of the work
zone.

Because the project was in an urban environment, the
7,200 kg (15,800 lb.) of NOx that was not put in the environ-
ment made a lot of the people in the area a lot happier. That
is because our mountain-and-valley areas are subject to inver-

sion layers in the atmosphere, which trap all the smog down
low. Anything they can do on a construction project to lessen
that impact is a benefit to everyone.

The project called for 60 mm (2.4 in.) recycle on the
shoulder, and 100 mm (4 in.) recycle of the main line. They
added 1.5 percent cement and 2.5 percent foamed bitumen.
At the end of every shift, prior to opening to traffic, they’d put
a very, very light dilute application of slow-set emulsion, and
about 1 to 1.5 kg per sq. meter of sand (2.2 to 3.3 lb. per 11
sq. ft.) to act as a blotter.

Because the Wirtgen WR 4200 is equipped with a vibrat-
ing/tamping screed, for all intents and purposes, the break-
down roll was complete as the foamed, stabilized asphalt mix
came out of the back of the recycler. While this is common
elsewhere in the world, in the United States typically we do
not use vibrating/tamping screeds.

It left about 10 mm (0.4 in.), and all they had to do was
pinch the edge with the first steel-drum roller, finish up the
intermediate with the second roller, and end with a pneumat-
ic roller. That was the whole operation. from the WR 4200 to
the last roller, it was truly a very tight train.

They only worked in the day while doing the shoulders.
All main line paving had to be accomplished at night. Because
the operation was compact, with very few trucks moving in
and out of the closure, foamed asphalt with the WR 4200
lends itself to night work, it’s very safe.

The testing specification called for at least 90 percent of
the material to pass the 25 mm sieve. Virtually all the tests
passed the gradation. Behind the machine the material was
very, very well-graded, and that lent itself to fantastic com-
paction. They did over 100 density tests utilizing the nuclear
density gauge, and the minimum compaction they got was 97
percent, and maximum was 99.5. This material compacted
wonderfully. And our FWD tests showed that for less money,
they were getting a product that had as much strength as vir-
gin hot mix asphalt.

The next season they placed a rubberized open-graded
asphalt friction course. At one year they are seeing zero dis-
tress, both on the shoulders, and on the main line. They got
zero complaints on this job, and no fatalities, no automobile
accidents. There was a cost savings, at least a half a million
dollars, and a savings in natural resources. 

I-80 shoulder reconstructed in one pass by WR 4200

Shoulders were recycled during day, but driving lanes were reclaimed at night
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hole covers and water caps, or lowered them, it makes a lot of
sense to have a large milling machine doing that work. What’s
important is to keep the physical machine away from mail-
boxes, telephone poles, and overhanging trees. Even though
the machine is wide, it has a 9-ft. turning radius, good for
making those cuts.

In Tennessee a contractor won a $58,000 smoothness
bonus on a thin-lift hot mix asphalt (HMA) overlay by using a
fine texture drum the full width of a lane on I-40 in Cheatham
and Williamson counties in central Tennessee.

Using a Wirtgen W 2200, Eubank Asphalt Paving fine-
milled 40 lane miles of I-40 — a 10-mile interstate mill-and-
fill project — to a depth of 1 1/4 inches using a full-lane, fine-
texture drum with tooth spacing at 5/16 inches, approximate-
ly twice as dense a configuration as the conventional 5/8-inch
spacing. The firm met or exceeded smoothness specs of less
than 35 inches per mile using the half-car International
Roughness Index (IRI) measurement, and Eubank received the
bonus on every section.

There they cut the inside shoulder with a W 2200 with the
standard cutting drum, and followed with the W 2200 with a

Wiley is vice president, Sales & Marketing, for Wirtgen America,
Inc., in Nashville. This article is adapted from his presentation at
Wirtgen Technology Days, Sept. 22-23, held at the Wirtgen Group
headquarters at Windhagen, Germany.

Contractors in the United States are finding that cold milling
with the Wirtgen W 2200 — with 3.8-meter (12.5-ft.) -wide
drum — removes a full lane at one pass, with no slow-down
of the machine or its power plant.

Even though the milling head protrudes beyond the frame
on the right and left, there is no major disadvantage to the
wider milling head. Instead, it makes the machine more ver-
satile and profitable on large-volume jobs, with more than 70
percent width compared to the standard 2.2 meter drum. The
number of machine passes for a road is reduced, with fewer
turns for additional passes, ideal for night work or work under
extreme traffic conditions.

All equipment safety features, such as ladders and railings,
remain available over the full milling width. The movable con-
trol consoles allow the operator to use the full platform width
of 3.8 meters and gives him or her an excellent view of the com-
plete working area. The volume of dust generated is kept with-
in tight limits, due not only to the hydraulically operated water
spray system, but also to the completely enclosed loading belt.

When the full-lane-width milling head is combined with
a fine-tooth or fine-texture drum, the result is very smooth
substrates for overlays and bonuses for meeting stringent
smoothness goals.

In Illinois, a contractor with six machines uses his 3.8
drum specifically for night work. For this high profile job,
mill-and-fill of an Interstate expressway from downtown
Chicago to the suburbs, they would make a two or three mile
pass, and open to traffic the next day.

In Orlando, Fla., a contractor used a 3.8 meter drum to cut
city streets, doing curb reveal. If the city has removed the man-
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Drum Makes Quick Work 
Of Major Highways
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Long delays in the field or trips to the shop are avoided.
Fine texture drums go all the way down to 1/4-inch spac-

ing. When you do that, the drum gets congested and can no
longer auger the material fast. You have so many more teeth
on the drum that it takes more power to run the machine, and
the RAP can’t be removed fast. At 1/4-inch spacing the drum
cannot cut deeper than approximately 2 inches, because the
material simply cannot physically be removed. So those
drums are used for texturing only.

Wirtgen offers two drums in the 1/4-inch spacing. With
one drum, for every revolution, one tooth strikes the pave-
ment; another drum has up to 1,000 teeth at 6 1/2 feet wide,
on which teeth strike the pavement twice on every revolution.
This 1/4-inch x 2, ‘double-hit’ drum will allow a contractor to
pick up the ground speed on the milling machine, yet still
maintain a good milling pattern.

Fine-toothed drums provide a smoother, more refined
pattern for milled surfaces than conventional drums at high-
er speeds. If you have the task of cutting out wheel ruts a fine
texture drum can mill off the ruts and leave a fine texture,
and the road can be reopened to traffic — without an over-
lay — with no vibration apparent to drivers. But with a stan-
dard 5/8 drum, there will be vibration which will be felt in
the steering column.

For today’s thin-lift HMA surfacings, a fine-tooth drum is
a must. With a conventional drum, your ‘peaks-and-valleys’
patterns are so high and deep, that if you don’t have thicker
than 1- to 1 1/4-inch asphalt lift, they can reflect through to
the surface. But with the 5/16 spacing, you minimize the
potential reflection of the peaks and valleys through the thin
lift surface.

Wirtgen’s Multiplex grade control averaging system also
helps achieve smoothness. There are three sensors on each
side, a total of six. On each side, there is a wire rope sensor in
the center of the machine above the drum that senses off the
6-foot sideplate, and sonic sensors mounted down to the sur-
face in the front and rear of the machine. They accumulate
information and average grade over the length of the machine,
adjusting the machine in real time, giving you a smoother sur-
face than before while milling. The Multiplex system also
helps the paving process, because the paver won’t have to work
as hard making corrections.  

12-foot drum cutting 1 1/4 inches with the fine texture drum.
By making one full-lane pass with the 12-foot machine, you
don’t have to bother with using two mills and matching the
joint at the center. The 12-foot machine offers better ridability
and smoothness — with a clean cut from edge to edge — when
you’re out on the interstate, especially with thin lift HMA. On
that project the milled surface was replaced with a single lift of
1 1/4-inch PG 76-22 topping with 5/8-inch aggregate.

In addition to the fine texture from the drum, the full-
lane width drum permitted extraordinary control over the
outfall of the milled surface and contributed heavily to the
project exceeding smoothness specs and the bonus. Eubank
also used Wirtgen’s dual Multiplex grade averaging system to
achieve a level base.

Another important thing about fine-tooth milling is that
it provides a smaller, more uniform size of reclaimed asphalt
pavement (RAP). In the case of Eubank, the size of the RAP
material was minus 1 1/2 inch. Contractors like that because
it does not have to be crushed, only screened, prior to recy-
cling at the plant. The size of the material depends a lot on the
speed at which you mill, but a fine-tooth drum always will
give you a smaller particle size than a conventional drum. The
more uniform the particles, the more RAP can be incorporat-
ed into fresh hot mix asphalt.

A conventional drum has standard 5/8-inch spacing, with
a triple-wrap of teeth flights from edge of drum to center of
cutter. The teeth are staggered, and the reason is that the flight-
ing is angled toward the center of the drum, so as the drum
rotates, it augers the cut material toward the center of the
drum so it can be ejected onto the conveyor belt. The conven-
tional drums are good at cutting deep — down to 13 inches —
and they’re also good at cutting shallow.

But at a minimum, a fine-milling or fine-texture drum has
spacing exactly half the conventional drum, that is, 5/16 inch-
es. With the fine-mill drum, another cutter tooth fills in the gap
between the teeth on the conventional drum. The 5/16 drum is
twice as ‘tight’ as the conventional 5/8 drum, so it provides a
fine texture. It’s not the finest texture drum you can cut with,
but it will allow you to use our bolt-on tooth holder system, so
if you want to keep that drum in top condition, you won’t have
to weld new holders on; you can unbolt and bolt them on.
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Wirtgen’s largest mill, the 48-ton W 2200, cuts a full 12-ft., 6 in. lane width
on I-44, the Will Rogers Turnpike, by NOVA Roto-Milling, division of 

T.J. Campbell Construction Co., Oklahoma City

In Tennessee, Highways, Inc. cuts I-40 with full-lane, fine-textured drum on W 2200
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ping dozers, several scrapers and the primary crusher/convey-
or. The machines cut, crush and load at the same time. So our
maintenance and repair costs dropped significantly. We
acquired a second 2500 SM this year.

Having two machines like the Wirtgen 2500 SMs will help
us meet our increased demands from the new plant, but also
allow us to selectively mine areas that will give us the best
chemistry mix for the plant. Ultimately we will have an ana-
lyzer on our conveyor which will give us a real-time chemical
analysis on the raw material, and it will tell us to put more
trucks on one miner than the other. Knowing the composition
of the material here will let us know where to place those sur-
face miners.

Yet making the transition was a challenge for us, and for
the people here, who had become accustomed to doing min-
ing through ripping and dozers and scrapers. But we were able
to meet the challenge. Our employees’ resilience and ability to
build confidence in the system has made it successful.

At first we had not a lot of confidence in this new method,

Pugh is quarry superintendent, Ash Grove Cement Co., Foreman,
Ark., plant. This article is adapted from his presentation at Wirtgen
Technology Days, Sept. 22-23, held at the Wirtgen Group head-
quarters at Windhagen, Germany.

Ash Grove Cement is a leader in the United States cement
industry. We produce about 7.8 million tons of cement annu-
ally. Our quarry is located in southwest Arkansas, and we sup-
ply limestone for Ash Grove’s cement plant at Foreman, Ark.

Our existing wet process plant was constructed in 1958.
We produce about a million tons of cement annually out of
this operation, but we now have approval to build a new $250
million dry plant right onsite, and will increase our produc-
tion to 1.7 million tons of cement each year.

This will require about 1.2 million additional tons of
limestone per year, which will bring our quarry production to
the 2.9 to 3.0 million tons per year range. Because we will con-
vert to a dry process, our chemistry balance in the limestone
will become even more important than it is now.

In 2002 the company purchased its first Wirtgen mining
machine, a 2500 SM. This machine took the place of two rip-

Twin 2500 SM Surface
Miners Effect Major
Savings In Quarry

2500 SM surface miners work Foreman quarry in tandem

by Denny Pugh
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and in its ability to be able to produce the amount of materi-
al we were receiving from the older methods of dozer ripping,
and scraping. On an annual basis we were at around 1.5 mil-
lion tpy under the old method, and with the newer method,
1.75 million tpy.

But we quickly were able to effect a significant cost savings
with just one machine. Our cost per ton is cheaper now, the
result of two factors, the fuel savings, and the fact that we have
one machine that can do cutting, loading and crushing, versus
ripping, scraping and transport to the crusher, followed by
separate primary crushing, and then material run on a con-
veyor to the plant. That one machine has taken the place of at
least two others. And in a situation where we might have
drilled and blasted, even more cost savings would be seen.

When we would have rainy weather, in the past, mining
was almost impossible. Once you would have prepared an
area, and ripped it, and left it for scrapers to pick up, if it
would be rained on, the material would become “mush”, and
it would have had to be pushed out of the way and replaced.

But with the surface miner, you can mine in rainy weath-
er, whether the material is wet or dry. If wet, the production
will not be as much as in dry weather, because of the slower
speed at which the material can be hauled. But the machine is
capable of cutting 20 tons per minute, whether wet or dry.
How we choose to utilize the 20 tons per minute capability
determines our production at the end of the day.

On a volume use, we are using about half the fuel that we
used to use. The tractors we used were in the 50+ gallons per
hour, but the 2500 SM is about 28 gal per hour. In actual num-
bers in 2005 we averaged 26.08 gallons per hour.

On The Average It Cuts 17 To 18 In. Deep.
Strictly speaking, the second surface miner does not need

to be used until the plant expansion goes on line. We have a
machine on hand that has produced 6 million tons since we
brought it on line. Using the newer second surface miner
enables us to do high-level maintenance on the first miner as
required. Also, with the new plant, there will be development
as far as site preparation for the new plant, such as sites for the
shops and the kiln. Access roads will need to be created. The

purchase of the second 2500 SM will allow us to do that site
prep in-house, rather than go to an outside contractor.

Down in the quarry, the surface miners help us manage
our roadways and fine-tune our drainage. In fact, we already
have started building a new road from the quarry over to
where the plant is going to be. We’ve started cutting drainage
for it using a surface miner. That way we can simultaneously
work on the construction project while we’re mining. 
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Quarry staff beside stationary 2500 SM 2500 SMs offer clean cuts, up to 18 in. deep

Crushed chalk is loaded directly into haul trucks, eliminating primary crushing
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them very stable, an almost-vertical surface free of unraveling
or danger of rocks falling which would be a hazard to men
and equipment. The machines are capable of carving the rock,
so we can cut a high wall while contouring the mine any way
we want to meet the mining plan’s requirements.

The environment — with our mine being neighbor-friendly
— is another reason for our surface miners. If we used explosives
in this area on a frequent basis, we would have problems with
our neighbors, due to the noise of blasting. The locals feel that
they live in a resort area, and that weighs on our operations.

And a third consideration for use of surface miners is
quality control. Due to the ore deposit, we need to separate
the gypsum ore from surrounding waste material; we don’t
operate in a purely gypsum deposit.

We could be visible from a golf course and country club
down in the valley, but our operation blends in well with the
surrounding terrain. Ninety percent of the people who look up
toward our mine won’t see anything. We are blessed by Mother
Nature herself because the operation blends in fairly well with
the surrounding topography. There is no stark contrast between
the operations and the surrounding landforms in terms of
relief or exposed highwalls or color of exposed areas.

Onorofskie is mine manager at American Gypsum Co.’s Eagle
Gypsum Mine in Gypsum, Colo. This article is adapted from his pre-
sentation at Wirtgen Technology Days, Sept. 22-23, held at the
Wirtgen Group headquarters at Windhagen, Germany.

We operate our mine and gypsum wallboard plant in the
Rocky Mountains in the middle part of the state. All of our
gypsum is consumed at that wallboard plant.

We operate in an environmentally sensitive area. Our
economy is primarily tourist-based, and we have to take spe-
cial considerations for our operations.

American Gypsum is part of Eagle Materials, a construc-
tion materials company. Eagle Materials produces gypsum
wallboard, cement and aggregates. American Gypsum repre-
sents 8 percent of total U.S. market capacity. We have four
plants, the others in Oklahoma and New Mexico.

Safety is one reason we use surface miners. Our mine plan
— designed for ultimate restoration at the end of mining —
relies on steep highwalls. The surface miners allow us to cut
steep highwalls that are very structurally sound, because with-
out blasting, we do not apply energy to the high walls, leaving

Surface Mining Gypsum
Boon To Operation 
In Ecologically Aware Area

One of two 2200 SMs works gypsum mine while water truck suppresses fugitive dust

by Stephen A. Onorofskie
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hour and productivity, and with our current demand for gyp-
sum for the wallboard market, our two machines can produce
in the range of 670,000 short tons per year, with the flexibili-
ty to exceed that if we work six days a week instead of five days.

Our normal operating schedule is 11 hours per day, five
days a week, Monday through Friday. Everyone works the 55-
hour week. It’s attractive to the guys who work here because
they get some overtime, and a lot of them drive a long way to
get to the mine and they like to stay and work, so the 11 hours
is worth their time. On occasion we will run one shift on
Saturdays if for some reason we have been disrupted through-
out the week.

We have controls for dust abatement: We treat the roads
with dust suppressants and run water trucks constantly. On
the roads we use a lignosite, a hardwood pulp-derived residue
from lumber mills. It’s sufficient to apply once a year, in the
spring and it holds up quite well. We keep roadways main-
tained with motor graders and water trucks, and the dust sup-
pressant tends to rejuvenate itself when moisture is applied.
The water truck goes constantly, in the pit and along the haul
and access roads. The truck will make 12 to 14 trips a day,
4,000 gallons each trip.

We also have a perimeter water spray to fight fugitive dust,
a sprinkler system along the perimeter of the mining area that
will help control fines blown off the property. It’s tied into an
anemometer and if the wind is blowing from the north toward
populated areas to the south, and exceeds a threshold wind
speed of 20 mph, the pump will kick-in automatically. It’s all
solar-powered, including the self-starting pump. It shoots a
curtain of spray 20 feet up in the air. It’s not 100 percent effec-
tive, but does contain most of the fugitive dust that’s going to
leave the property.

Why the Wirtgens? We think the mechanical availability
and productivity is much higher on them than our previous
machines, which were essentially asphalt cold milling
machines, modified into heavier-duty use. We know the
Wirtgen machines are specifically built for this purpose.

They also give us a smooth mine floor, which reduces
wear and tear on the auxiliary equipment. We use rubber tired
trucks and loaders and we don’t want to beat that equipment
to death.

The machines also can cut in both directions. When we get
to the end of one cut, we can turn around and cut back in the
opposite direction, which eliminates a lot of travel time. 

Also, a large airport nearby services the ski industry
around us. That’s another consideration, because blasting on a
constant basis could interrupt air travel, but surface miners
eliminate that problem. An interstate highway is less than a
mile from the edge of the mining operation, and that’s also a
major consideration.

Our mining plan revolves around ultimate restoration, so
we revegetate the tops of the highwalls. We reseed the slopes
as well. Even though we are surrounded by ski areas, with
heavy snowfall throughout the winter, we only get about 10
inches of water equivalent precipitation on average each year.
This complicates our revegetation, because we get very little
water to help that growth.

We use two Wirtgen 2200 SM surface miners. They mine
in windrows, and front end loaders separate the brighter white
ore from the brownish waste material right at the mine. With
the Wirtgen surface miners we can surgically remove the gyp-
sum, separate it out, and very precisely separate the waste
material from the ore material and keep our quality very uni-
form. Everything that’s considered ore quality is sent directly
to the plant, we don’t have to process it after the machine’s cut
through it.

Down at the plant the gypsum is milled once again, but
with these surface miners we eliminate primary crushing. That
represents a savings in electricity. If we had a primary crusher
it would have to be powered with a diesel generator set,
because we don’t have power lines in the area. It represents an
energy savings not to have to crush it.

The surface miners reduce the ore to a nominal 6-inch-
minus size, which is a perfect fit with the plant. We like to keep
the fine material at a minimum, fines defined as minus 1/4-
inch, and the Wirtgens do that for us. If we keep those in the
range of 30 to 40 percent it’s very acceptable to the process.

We’ve used several types of machines to surface mine
since the mine opened in 1991. We acquired our first Wirtgen
machine in 2004, and a second in 2005. With our present
demand for rock at the wallboard plant, we require two
machines. They’ll average 250 short tons per hour per
machine, and they also give us some flexibility to shut one of
the machines down for maintenance without interrupting the
flow of rock to the plant.

We have done some experimentation, and found that a
cutting depth of 6 inches provides us the optimum tons per
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Super 700, Super 800
New Innovative Pavers
From Vögele America
Vögele America, Inc. has introduced two of the
newest, most innovative pavers on the market, the
new Super 700 with electrically heated vibrating
screed, and Super 800 with tamping/vibrating screed.

These innovative new pavers combine highway
class technology in a compact package perfectly suit-
ed for paving cart, bike and walking paths, confined
areas, repair of milled areas, and conventional com-
mercial applications.

The Super 700 is equipped with the electrically
heated AB 200 V screed, with a basic paving width
of 3.6 to 6.5 ft. With cut-off shoes and bolt-on
extensions, the paving width is 1.64 to 10.5 ft. The
Super 800 adds a high-performance tamping-
vibrating screed — the AB 200 TV — to the Super
700 platform.

Unique to the Super 700 and 800 is the ability
to drive through an opening less than 4 feet in
width, pave within 2 inches of boundaries, and
drive in a footprint of 113 inches. Also, it can be
operated with one person, and has two positions at
which the operator can stand, either on the screed,
or on an elevated platform.

The Super 700 and 800 are powered by the liq-
uid-cooled Deutz BF3 M 2011 diesel engine rated at
57 hp @ 2,300 rpm. Efficiency is designed into the
paver with the unique ECO Mode, allowing the
engine to provide sufficient power for all functions,
but at a lower rpm for less fuel consumption, less

Super 700 places golf path in Wisconsin

Super 800 at Technology Days 2006
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Hamm Rolls Out New
Small Compactors
With Dual-Drum Vibration
Hamm Compaction division of Wirtgen America
Inc. has rolled out two new small articulated asphalt
compactors which offer vibration in both the front
and rear drums.

The 1.6-ton HD 8 VV, and the 1.73-ton HD 10C
VV were first displayed at World of Asphalt ’06 in
Orlando. VV stands for “Vibration Front, Vibration
Rear”, in which both drums offer vibration, with the
capability of vibration running in the front drum
only, in both drums, or no vibration..

Thus these new articulated tandem rollers offer
big-time compactive effort in a small package
equally at home for commercial or roadbuilding
applications.

These are brand new models, and they are the
first Hamm products in the 30 to 35-inch-wide drum
size. The HD 8 VV has a drum width of 31.5 inches
(800 mm)  and a working width of 33.7 inches.

The HD 10C VV has a drum width of 39 inches
(1000 mm) , and a working width of 41.7 inches. As
they share the same platform, both models have a
total length of 83.5 inches, and total height of 84.8
inches. The “C” in HD 10C VV stands for “Compact”. 

Also, both models share a HATZ Model 3W35,
3-cylinder, S.A.E.-rated 21-horsepower engine.

Both models share a very unique “cantilevered”
drum suspension system which a single drum sup-
port leg on each side of the machine — right leg
only on front, left leg only on rear — permits com-

paction right up
against an obstruction
such as a wall or curb.
This design introduces
a permanent 2-inch
offset to these models.

Both rollers offer
hydrostatic dual drum
drive, automatic/man-
ual vibration system,
hydrostatic articulated
steering and excellent
m a n e u v e r a b i l i t y.
Operator-friendly fea-
tures include low

sound level, an ergonomic, low driver’s platform,
and modern instrument panel.

They feature three braking systems with an emer-
gency stop button, a plastic water tank serving a pres-
surized water system, hand-serviceable, plastic spray
nozzles, and a fixed 2.2-inch (56mm) offset.
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noise and reduced wear. The power plant also includes an 8kW
tractor-mounted generator for screed heating and lighting.

Hopper capacity for the Super 700 and 800 is 5.5 tons.
Unlike all other hydraulically operated hopper designs, the
hopper sides are also equipped with hinges allowing for many
material feed configurations.

Precise maneuverability is possible, with its ability to fold
the hopper wings to the basic width of the paver, and its “fine
tuning” steering function. That these pavers are capable of
paving within 2 inches of boundaries makes it ideal for paving
beside buildings, barriers and other obstacles.

The feed system is equipped with two augers driven inde-
pendently of the conveyor for optimal material flow. In addi-
tion, the augers and conveyors are reversible. The augers and
conveyor are monitored by mechanical levers, and provide
precise material handling. Optional sonic sensors are available
for the augers. 

Wayne Evans New Business
Development Vice President
R. Wayne Evans is the new vice president
of business development, pavement tech-
nology, of Wirtgen America Inc.

Evans will be responsible for devel-
oping new and existing marketing oppor-
tunities for Wirtgen America and Vögele
America Inc. — which markets five
asphalt paver models which are designed
and built at its plant in Chambersburg, Pa. — as well as the
Hamm asphalt compaction line.

Evans was senior vice president in charge of business
development of Hubbard Construction Company, where he
played a key role in introducing warm mix asphalt technology
to North America. Prior to 2005, he was in charge of all
asphalt operations for Hubbard. Before joining Hubbard in
1985, he was vice president of the asphalt division of
Bankhead Enterprises, Inc. in Atlanta, and with McDowell
Enterprises, Inc. in Tennessee and Georgia.

Evans attended Tennessee Tech University at Cookeville,
and the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, where he
majored in civil engineering. He also served two years in the
Navy Seabees, one of those at Quang Tri, Vietnam, supervising
the battalion engineering section.

Evans is active in industry and civic associations. His dis-
tinguished appointments include being a director and past
chairman, and member of the executive committee, of the
National Asphalt Pavement Association. He’s a director of the
Florida Transportation Builders Association and is a past pres-
ident of the Asphalt Contractors Association of Florida. With
Hubbard he was chairman of World of Asphalt 2007, to be
held Mar. 19 to 22 in Atlanta.

Evans and his wife, Kathy, live in Cookeville, Tenn., and
have three grown children: Betsy in Atlanta, Angie in Houston
and Rob in Orlando. 

Hutchins New General Manager
Of Vögele America, Inc.
Stu Murray, president and
CEO of Wirtgen America,
Inc., has announced the
appointment of Brodie W.
Hutchins as general man-
ager of its Vögele America
Inc. subsidiary.

Hutchins joined Vögele America Inc. as marketing man-
ager in April 2006, and was named general manager in July.

Hutchins brings strong experience in marketing of both
domestically and internationally sourced asphalt pavers. Since
1992 he has worked in marketing positions of increasing
responsibility at Ingersoll-Rand Company, Shippensburg, Pa.
Most recently he was marketing manager, Highway Class
Paving Products, with global responsibility of those highway
class paving products at I-R.

Prior to that he was marketing manager, international, for
the same company, responsible for marketing I-R road devel-
opment products in Latin America, and sales and marketing of
ABG products in the Americas

Hutchins holds a Master of Business Administration
(M.B.A.) degree from Frostburg State University, Frostburg, Md.,
and a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a major in computer graphics
and graphic design from Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.

Kazanis New District Manager
For Wirtgen, Hamm and Vögele
Andrew A. “Andy” Kazanis has been
appointed district sales manager for
Wirtgen America, Inc., “Three Amigo”
sales in the northwestern United States
and western Canada.

He’ll be responsible for sales support
for Wirtgen asphalt milling and recycling,
Hamm Compaction Division asphalt and
soil products, and Vögele America Inc.
asphalt pavers.

Kazanis has a strong background in sales support for
asphalt paving products, with 18 years’ experience in the sale,
distribution, and support of such equipment, the majority of
that time with Ingersoll-Rand Co.

Most recently he was associated with I-R’s Remarketing
Division, where he helped refine the rebuild guidelines for
Blaw-Knox Quality Reborn pavers, and headed the sales and
marketing efforts of Quality Reborn, and all other products,
within Remarketing’s charter in the Northwest Region. At I-R
he received the President’s Award for Dramatic Growth in the
second quarter 2006.

He’s been married to Peggy Kazanis for 13 years, and they
have two children, Drew 8, and Katie, 6. 
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